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Abstract: In this research, we proposed a multiple omnidirectional vision system with three
omnidirectional cameras and its calculation method for the measurement of the object position
and the self-localization in an autonomous mobile robot. Furethermore, on the identification of
the self-position, we tried to improve the accuracy of the measurement by correcting the absolute
position based on the measurement error of landmarks in the origin of the absolute coordinate. To
confirm the efficiency of our proposed system, we actually performed the measurement experiment.
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1. Introduction
In the research on multiple autonomous mobile robots
such as RoboCup, some researches which used the omnidirectional camera were proposed l) '). However, only
one omnidirectional camera is almast used in these researches. Therefore, the object image in the mirror is
compressed according to the distance. If the height of
the object is uncertain, the accurate distance measurement is generally impossible,
On the other hand, there are some researches which
use two or more omnidirectional cameras. The research
for the vision system which two omnidirectional cameras are perpendicularly fixed is proposed by Koyasu 3,
and J.Gluckman 4). The other research which two omnidirectional cameras are horizontally fixed is proposed

Fig.1: Overview of AIOVIS

by hliki '1.

equilateral triangle t o the each vertex point, the range
of the acquisition of images are divided into three areas
which each two cameras perform as the stereo vision
with in 120 degrees (For example in Fig.2, A41 and 1142,
A42 and A43? hf3 and M I ) . The processing procedure of
AIOVIS is shown in Fig.3.

In this paper, we propose a h,lultiple Omnidirectional
VIsion System (called hfOVIS) which three omnidirectional cameras are arranged on the robot like as a horizontal and equilateral triangle. As a result, the stereo
vision system by the principle of the triangulation is
made hy each two cameras. The purpose of this research is t o realize the object recognition and the position measurement of the robot accurately in r e d time.
Furthermore, we propose the real-time object position
measurement and the self-localization method for the
autonomous mobile robot used AIOVIS. We actually
produced hIOVIS on the robot. We also report this
experimental results.

3. Measurement of Object Posi-

tion and Self-Localization
The measurement of the object position and the selflocalization method used in hfOVIS are described in
this section.

2. Proposal of MOVIS

3.1 Object Position Measurement in
Robot Coordinates

Three omnidirectional cameras of M I , A42, and A43 with
same performances respectively are used in fiIOVIS. In
this system, the omnidirectional cameras are horizontally arranged in the equilateral triangle on a mobile
robot as shown in Fig.1. The center of gravity of the
robot and the equilateral triangle vertically exist in the
same point.
By the line extended from the center of gravity of the

In the position measurement, an object posidon
A(z,, ya) is obtained by using omnidirectional camera
h.11 and A42 in the robot coordinates.
In the view point
of A41A42, a slant angle of AM, is (01 - :), that of AA42
is ( 8 2 The distance between the center of gravity
of the robot and the center of camera is assumed &? L.
~

9).
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Fig.4 Self-Localization in Absolute Coordinates
Fig.2: Object Position Measurement in Robot
Coordinates

Step I

Object Position Measurement in Robot Coordinates
1

Step 2

Self-Localization in Absolute Coordinates

Fig.3 Processing Procedure of MOVIS

As a result, a position (z.,y.)
of the object A in the
robot coordinates is shown in the equation (1) and (2).

&

xo = - L .
2

F)+

tan(& tan(& - f )
tan(& - % ) - t a n ( & - f )

The slant angle B is shown in the equation (5). In
addition, a center of the gravity position ( X v ,Y?)of the
robot in the absolute coordinates is obtained hy equation ( 6 ) and (7). By the landmark position p(x,, up) in
the robot coordinates and 0 obtained by the equation
(5), the self-localization position (X,,Y,) in the ahsOlute coordinates is obtained.

(1)

X, = -zp + (cos0)Fw + (sin0)Fd

(6)

Y,= -yp

(7)

- (sin0)Fw

+ (cosB)Pd

3.3 Self-Localization after Measurement
Error Correction

3.2 Self-Localization in Absolute Coordinates
In this research, the field of the RoboCup medium robot
league was used in the experiment of measurement,
and corner poles were used as a landmark for the selflocalization. The coordinate axis in the absolute coordinates is shown in Fig.4. Positions of the corner pole
p and q are assumed a width F w and a depth F d respectively from the origin of the field. Moreover, the
position of the center of gravity of the robot is assumed
as ( X ? ,Yv)and the slant angle of x axzs of the robot m
ordinates in the absolute coordinates 8. In the robot COordinates, assuming that positions of corner pole p and
q obtained from the position measurement are p(xp,yp)
and q(z,,yq) respectively, the equation (3) and (4) show
the relation between corner pole position in the robot
coordinates and the absolute robot position.

At first, the robot is fixd at the origin point. In this
case, the robot coordinates and the absolute coordinates are equal. After the measurement of the selflocalization. we assume that positions of right and left
corner pole are (ip,cp).and (Pp&) respectively including the measurement eFror. In this case, we replace x,,,
y, xp and yq in equations ( 5 ) to (7) t o x;, ,y; z; and
yi in the equation (8). '

The self-localization ,position with the measurement
error in the origin point in equation ( 5 ) to (7) was modified by using xb, Y;, 56,and y; instead of %
,,
gP. x, and
YO.

3.4 Modification of Object Position in
Absolute Coordinates

was found at the point A and C in the self-localization
experiment. We consider that this results caused because the measurement error is large except near and in
front of the landmark.
In the self-localization experiment after the meinurement error correction, the accuracy of the measurement
became higher about 50% as compared with the results
before the error correction. However, we also found
some points with lower accuracy.

The absolute position of an object A is ( X a , Y a ) . The
position (x,,,ya) of an object A in the robot coordinates is obtained from equations (1) and (2). After
the measurement correction, by the modified p modified self-localization position ( X ; , Y i ) , we can obtain
the modified object position X, and Y, from equations
(9) and (10).

X , = cosP’(za

+ XL) - sinfl’(y, + Y:)

Y. =sinB’(x,+XL)+cos4’(yo+Y:)

5. Conclusions

(9)
(10)

4. Experiments
Half field of the RoboCup middlesize league (500cm
width and 400cm depth) is used for the measurement
environment. Corner poles (-250,400) and (250,400) are
used for the landmark, and an orange ball is used for
the measurement object. The robot is arrange? so that
the robot coordinates and absolute coordinates always
become parallel, and the range of the measurement is
witbin 120 degrees sensed by two forward cameras.
A mobile robot equipped with hIOVIS is arranged on
the lattice points (13 points of A t o M) a t l m intervals (see in Fig.5). Positional error D(=
of each measurement point was obtained from the positional error (dx, dy) between the measurement position
and the real position. Experimental results is shown in
Table 1 to 4 and Fig.6 t o 9.
In the experiment of the object position measurement, we confirmed good accuracy in case of short distance between the robot and the object. However, large
error existed in case of large distance.
The reason of this results is because there is a large
distortion generated from the angle error by the measurement except near and in front of the object.
The measurement error was found overall within the
range of about 20 to 40cm, and an especially large error

dhv)

In this research, we proposed a multiple omnidirectional
vision system (hlOVIS) with three omnidirectional cameras and its calculation method for the measurement of
the object position and the self-localization in an &Utonomous mobile robot.
Furthermore, on the self-localization, we tried t o improve the accuracy of the measurement by correcting
the absolute position based on the measurement error
of landmarks in the origin of the absolute coordinates.
To confirm the efficiency of our proposed system, we
actually performed the measurement experiment. As
a result, it was possible to measure the object position
correctly up t o a certain distance and we found that the
self-localization of the robot is available. In addition,
we confirmed that the accuracy of the self-localization
is improved by t,he correction of the absolute position,
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Fig.5: Measurement point
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Table 1: Positional Error of Object Position hlensurement
in Robot Coordinates
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Fig.6: Positional Error of Object Position Measurement in
Robot Coordinates
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Table 2: Positional Error of Self-Localization in Absolute
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Fig.7: Positional Error of Self-Localization in Absolute Coordinates
Table 3: Positional Error of Self-Localization after Measurement Error Correction
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Fig.8: Positional Error of Self-Localization after Measure
ment Error Correction
Table 4: Positional Error of Absolute Object Position after
Measurement Error Correction
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Fig.9: Positional Error of Absolute Object Position after
Measurement Error Correction
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